Circle the cup that matches the description.

- The cup is empty.
- The cup is nearly full.
- The cup is half full.
- The cup is nearly empty.
- The cup is more than half full.
- The cup is a quarter full.

Draw a line on the cups to show the given capacity.

- quarter full
- half full
- half empty
- nearly empty
Circle the cup that matches the description.

**Answers**

- The cup is empty.
- The cup is nearly full.
- The cup is half full.
- The cup is nearly empty.
- The cup is more than half full.
- The cup is a quarter full.

Draw a line on the cups to show the given capacity.

- quarter full
- half full
- half empty
- nearly empty
Draw a line to match the sentences to the correct cup.

- The cup is empty.
- The cup is half full.
- The cup is nearly full.
- The cup is nearly empty.
- The cup is more than half full.
- The cup is a quarter full.

Draw a line on the cups to show the given capacity.

- quarter full
- half full
- half empty
- nearly empty
Draw a line to match the sentences to the correct cup.

**Answers**

- The cup is empty.
- The cup is half full.
- The cup is nearly full.
- The cup is nearly empty.
- The cup is more than half full.
- The cup is a quarter full.

Draw a line on the cups to show the given capacity.

- quarter full
- half full
- half empty
- nearly empty
Draw a line to match the sentences to the correct container.

- The container is empty.
- The container is half full.
- The container is nearly full.
- The container is nearly empty.
- The container is more than half full.
- The container is a quarter full.

Draw a line on the cups to show the given capacity.

- quarter full
- half full
- half empty
- nearly empty
- quarter empty
Draw a line to match the sentences to the correct container.

**Answers**

There may be variations.

- The container is empty.
- The container is half full.
- The container is nearly full.
- The container is nearly empty.
- The container is more than half full.
- The container is a quarter full.

Draw a line on the cups to show the given capacity.

- [ ] quarter full
- [ ] half full
- [ ] half empty
- [ ] nearly empty
- [ ] quarter empty
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